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ABSTRACT

The hybrid algorithm of SMQ (Statistical Matrix
Quantization) and HMM shows high performance in
vocabulary-unspecific, speaker-independent speech
recognition, however, it needs lots of computation and
memory at the stage of the  segment quantizer of SMQ.
In this paper, we propose a newly developed, two-stage
segment quantizer with a feature extractor based on KL
expansion and a classifier, that can be trained by using
competitive training of KL/GPD.  Result of experiments
shows 1/30  -  1/40 reduction in both computation time
and a memory size with the same performance that the
old version of SMQ shows.

1.  INTRODUCTION

  We developed a speaker independent, large vocabulary
word recognition unit based on the hybrid algorithm of
SMQ and HMM and applied it to various types of
application with multimodal user interface [1]. On the
other hand, contemporary personal computers provide
sufficient computing power to accommodate speech
recognition with no additional hardware. SMQ/HMM
shows high performance in vocabulary-unspecific,
speaker-independent speech recognition, however, it
needs lots of computation and memory at the segment
quantizer of SMQ. In this paper, we propose a design
methodologies of a reduced feature-vector set for the
segment quantizer by using KL/GPD (Generalized
Probabilistic Descent) competitive training.
  The new segment quantizer is composed of two stages:
a feature extractor based on KL expansion and a
classifier. We had adopted an MCE (Minimum
Classification Error)/ ALSM (Averaged Learning
Subspace Method) algorithm for the segment quantizer
of SMQ. This algorithm was proposed by Maeda
(1980)[2] and  Oja (1982)[3] independently. The new
segment quantizer uses an MCE/GPD algorithm for the
feature extractor and the classifier. This algorithm was
proposed by Amari first (1967)[4] and extended by
Katagiri and Juang (1991)[5].
  An application of MCE/GPD to designing a feature
extractor was also proposed by Watanabe et al. (1995)[6]
in which they adopted Jacobi-rotation matrices. In this

paper, we propose a simple and  efficient algorithm for
training the feature extractor in which an orthogonalized
feature-vector set is directly modified by training data
and the resultant feature-vector obliques each other but
gives better classification performance.
  This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides
an overview of the SMQ/HMM-based system and
section 3 explains high-speed SMQ based on KL/GPD.
Finally, section 4 presents experimental results.

2.  SMQ/HMM-BASED SPEECH
RECOGNITION

  The recognition system based on SMQ/HMM is
composed of two stages:  a phonetic decoding stage,
which performs statistical matrix quantization (SMQ),
and an HMM-based word recognition stage. When
designing the segment codebook of SMQ, we adopted
the  algorithm of MCE/ALSM[7] .

2.1 Overview of the System

  Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the speaker
independent, large vocabulary speech recognition system
based on SMQ/HMM. After converting to LPC mel-
cepstrum, an input speech is transferred into a phonetic
segment sequence by the segment quantizer of SMQ. We
adopted 652 phonetic segments including various types
of context, V, CV, VCV, etc. In the word recognizer,
235 diphone models were used for sub-word discrete
HMMs. A diphone model has 3 loops and 4 states, and
each state includes 652 output probabilities of phonetic
segments and a transition probability.

2.2 MCE/ALSM Algorithm

  The MCE/ALSM algorithm is given as follows.

STEP-1: A correlation matrix Rk is calculated from a
training set {fp} of class k.
                  P

  Rk  = ∑   fp  fp 
T                                               (1)

           p=1
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                        Fig. 1    Block Diagram of a Speech Recognition System Based on SMQ/HMM

Here, P is the number of training pattern and T denotes
transposition. Next, an eigen vector set φkm is derived
from Rk by using KL transform.
STEP-2: A training pattern x is recognized by using the
following equation:
                       M

   S k (x; Λ) = ∑  ( x • φkm )2                               (2)
                     m=1

where Λ is all the reference vector sets, M is the number
of eigen vectors, and ( • ) denotes inner product. The
class Ci that x belongs to is decided by using the
following rule.
   C(x) = C i   if  i=argmax Sj(x; Λ)                  (3)
                                  j

STEP-3: The correlation matrix Rk is updated using the
training pattern set {gq} of the same class k which was
misrecognized to different classes, and the training
pattern set {hr} of different classes which was
misrecognized to the class k as follows:
                          Q                    R
   Rk  ←  Rk   +  ∑ µ gq gq

T  -  ∑ ν hr hr
T         (4)

                         q=1                  r=1

where µ and ν are coefficients, and Q and R are the
number of training patterns in { gq } and { hr }
respectively.
STEP-4: A new eigen vector set (φkm) is derived from the
updated correlation matrix (Rk) by using KL transform.
STEP-5: STEP 2, 3, and 4 are iterated until the
recognition accuracy no longer increases.

3.  HIGH-SPEED SMQ BASED ON
KL/GPD

  Computation in SMQ needs about 0.5 million multiply
and add operation every 8 msec ( = 60 MIPS) and 500
kB codebook memory. To execute this operation on a
speech recognition board, we had developed a phonetic
segment engine chip. Reduction of computation time and
memory in SMQ needs not only combining phonetic
segments but also a new quantization algorithm.

3.1 Combination of Phonetic Segments

  652 phonetic segments are combined into 168 phonetic
classes (compression ratio = 4:1). The reduced classes
consist mainly of Cv, V, v1v2, vc, etc.

3.2 SMQ Based on KL/GPD Algorithm

  The  new segment quantizer is composed from a
feature-vector extractor based on KL expansion and a
phonetic segment classifier as shown in figure 2. The
feature extractor compresses an input LPC mel-cepstrum
pattern x with the dimension of 192 (16 mel-cepstrum ×
12 points) into a feature-vector y with the dimension of
24 - 64 every 8 msec. The orthogonalized phonetic
segment vector set is designed from a data set including
all the 652 phonetic segments  by using KL transform.
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Fig. 2  Configuration of High-speed SMQ Based on KL/GPD

  In the classifier, the feature-vector y is compared with
116 centroid patterns. In this paper, we use  Euclidean
distance as the classification measure. The MCE/GPD
algorithm for training the classifier is given as follows:
   gk(y;Λ) =  || y - rk || 

2                                              (5)
              y =  W x                                                    (6)
where gk (y;Λ) is the distance between the feature-vector
y and the reference vector set Λ, and rk is the reference
vector of class k. W (W: w1, w2, …, wm) is a set of
feature extraction matrix and is given by  KL expansion.
The  decision rule is as follows:
  C(x)=Ci   if   i=argmin gj(y;Λ)                               (7)
                                  j

   where Ci is the class that x belongs to.
Here, we define the measure of classification error
(dk(y)) and the loss function (Lk(y)) caused by
misclassification as follows:
  dk(y)=gk(y;Λ) - [ {1/(M-1)} ∑ gj(y;Λ) - η]-1/ η        (8)
                                               j≠k               ( η > 0 )
  Lk(y) = L(dk(y))                                                     (9)

     where L(dk(y)) is the sigmoid function   ( L(d)
      =  1 / ( 1+e- αd+β )).
In the competitive training process, the reference vector
are given by minimizing the loss function through the
steepest descent algorithm as follows ( η→∞  ):
  r i   ←   r i + δ r i                                                   (10)
 δr i  = - ε ∂Lk / ∂ri

         = 2ε Lk  ( 1 - Lk  )( y - r k )      for i=k
          - 2ε Lk  ( 1 - Lk  )( y - r j  )      for i=j           (11)
where ε  is a positive constant. and j=argmin gi(x).
                                                                i ≠ k

  The KL/GPD algorithm together with the re-
combination of phonetic segments reduces both of
computation time and memory size in SMQ  to 1/30 (
feature dimension = 48 )  or 1/40 (32).

3.3 Competitive Training of a Feature Extractor

  The feature extraction matrix W (W: w1, w2, …, wm)
can also be trained to improve the value of the loss
function. The updating process is as follows:
       W   ←  W + δW                                             (12)
      δW  =  - ε ∂Lk / ∂ W
              =  2 ε Lk  ( 1 - Lk  )( r k - rj  )  x

T              (13)
where  j=argmin gi(x)
                     i ≠ k

After training, the initial orthogonalized feature vector
set  {w1, w2, …, wm }  is obliqued each other.

4.  EXPERIMENTAL  RESULT

4.1 Speech Database

         3 sets of data were used for training and evaluation.
D-1: was used for designing the feature-vector extractor.
652 full Japanese phonetic segments were manually
extracted from 250 phonetically balanced words uttered
by 15 male and 15 female speakers each.
D-2: was used for sub-word HMM. D-2 consists of 492
isolated words including all the Japanese VCV context.
20 male speakers uttered these words once.
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D-3: was used for word recognition test.  5 unknown
male speakers uttered the same word list with D-2.

4.2 Experimental Result

  The original pattern vector x with the  dimension of 192
is converted to the feature-vector y with the dimension n.
The horizontal axis of figure 3  shows n. In the figure,
”base line” means our conventional method based on
SMQ/HMM by using MCE/ALSM in which we used 652
phonetic-segment classes with the variable feature
dimension from 64 to 192 and each class had 8 sub-
spaces.
  First, we applied MCE/GPD only to the classifier.    in
figure 3 shows the experimental result. The feature-
vector with the bigger number of dimension than 32
gives comparatively high performance, however, the
smaller dimension of 24 stays in low accuracy.
  Next, we applied MCE/GPD to the feature  extractor  as
well as the classifier.  The experiment was done to the
worst case ( feature dimension = 24 ). Table 1 shows the
result. The error rate is depressed by 2 %.

5. CONCLUSION

  The proposed method based on KL/GPD competitive
training can achieve 1/30 - 1/40 reduction in both
computation time and memory size with the same
performance that the old version of SMQ shows. This
method realizes a software only solution for vocabulary
unspecific, speaker independent speech recognition
based on SMQ/HMM and is bundled with Toshiba PCs
as “Toshiba Speech System” software for Japanese.

       TABLE - 1  Effect of Competitive Training
                            for Feature Extractor

                                                                 
                                                      Error Rate
                  Before Training             6.0  %
                   After  Training             4.0  %
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